
There's something really special and powerful about the stories of those who have played large roles in my
family's refugee journeys. In the form of helping and assisting in whatever way possible for them, often
times putting themselves and their own families in possible danger to do so. 

My grandma's God brother's wife's family was one incredibly significant part of my dad's family's fleeing of
Vietnam. Her family allowed my dad's family to stay the night at their house before having to head to the
beach for departure very early the next morning. To this day, my dad and his family are extremely grateful.
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Leaving a Life Behind

The boat my dad and his family boarded, carried around
140 people squished into a small fishing boat. My dad,
being just a kid at that time, remembers being able to
touch the water with his arm off the side of the boat
because it was weighed down so heavily with the extreme
amount of people.

During the peak years The Boat People refugees were
fleeing, which were 1978-79, most boats were old fishing
boats, sailboats, row boats, some made out of steel, some
wood, many without motors, and all definitely not
equipped or built to hold the hundreds of people who
were usually packed on. 

Boats overflowing with people of all ages, new born babies, to
grandparents, children, teenagers many of whom had never
been on boats for extended periods of time before that -
resulting in most people, except for the captains who usually
were fishermen themselves, becoming violently sea sick,
unable to eat, hydrate, and properly sustain themselves
during their journeys. 

Coast guards would tow boats outward into what was
considered international waters - to make sure boats
wouldn’t turn around and go back to Vietnam. It also released
the country from any sort of responsibility over these
refugees. The tragic truth is that many of these boats were
towed out to be left to drift, starve, sink, and many also died
from being extremely ill-equipped and prepared.

"You don't understand, until you see the situation. People cry ...

Each time boats leave, you hear people cry. "

Let me know your thoughts, I'd love to hear from you!

P H O T O  G A L L E R Y

Click below to look through some photos of the boat people
compiled by Carina Hoang as a part of her PhD research at Curtin University.

A photo of many refugee boats approaching Hong Kong

My grandma, & a few aunts and uncles preparing to leave Hong Kong to Canada
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